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Copyright
Copyright © 2002 - 2010 Horizons International, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Information in this document is subject to change without notice. The software described in this
document is furnished under a license agreement or nondisclosure agreement. The software may be
used or copied only in accordance with the terms of those agreements. No part of this document
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means with-
out the prior written permission of Horizons International, Inc.

Licensing Agreement
HORIZONS LICENSE AGREEMENT AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION

***IMPORTANT***

This is a legal agreement between you (which is you personally if you are acting on your own
behalf,
or the company for which you are an authorized representative) and Horizons International.
HORIZONS INTERNATIONAL IS WILLING TO LICENSE THE ENCLOSED SOFT-
WARE TO YOU ONLY ON THE CONDITION THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL THE
TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. PLEASE READ CARE-
FULLY BEFORE REGISTERING YOUR SOFTWARE WITHHORIZONS INTER-
NATIONAL. BY MAKING PRODUCTIVE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, OR BY
REGISTERING THE SOFTWARE WITHHORIZONS INTERNATIONAL, YOU ARE
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO
NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, HORIZONS INTER-
NATIONAL IS UNWILLING TO LICENSE THE SOFTWARE TO YOU. ONCE REG-
ISTRATION KEYS HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE, NO
REFUND WILL BE GIVEN.

1. General

This is a legal agreement between you (which is you personally if you are acting on your own
behalf, or the company for which you are an authorized representative) and Horizons International.
Definitions:
“Affiliates” means with regard to you, any legal entity that you own, which owns you, or which is
under common ownership with you.
“Ownership” means, for purposes of the definition of “affiliate” above, more than 50% ownership.
“You” means an individual or a single legal entity that has entered into this License Agreement and
your affiliates.
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2. License

Horizons International grants you the nonexclusive right to use the enclosed HORIZONS product
(consisting of software and accompanying documentation) for business purposes only, and not for
personal use, on the following terms. Horizons International (or its licensor, in the case of any incor-
porated third party software) retains ownership of the software and documentation and all rights
not specifically given to you in this license.

3. Copying

You may not copy any parts of the software except (a) to make backup copies and (b) if you have
purchased a multiple-user license, as reasonably needed to provide access to the permitted number
of users in accordance with paragraph 4 below. You must include Horizons International’s copy-
right notice on any copy you make. No part of the accompanying documentation may be copied
for any reason.

4. Restrictions on Use

The rights you have as a user depend upon the license fee you have paid. Unless you have pur-
chased additional rights, you have a single-user license. With a single-user license, the original and
any backup copy can be used only by one person to process accounting data. You may transfer the
software from one computer to another, but the software can be used by one person at a time to
process the accounting data of a single Legal Entity.
If you have purchased multi-user rights, the original and any backup copies of the software and its
accompanying documentation can be used by the maximum number of users for which the multi-
user license has been purchased, on a single local area or wide area network, to process the
accounting data for one Legal Entity. You may transfer the software from one computer to another
on the network, but the software can be used at one time by no more than the number of users for
which the multi-user license has been purchased to process the accounting data. The software may
reside on multiple servers or workstations on the network, so long as the multi-user limit is not vio-
lated or impaired.
If you have expanded from a single-user to a multi-user license, any new multi-user restrictions
supersede the single-user restrictions which you were previously licensed. You may transfer the
software electronically from one computer to another or over a network, provided the multi-user
limitations are not impaired. You may not modify adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, dis-
semble or create derivative works based on the software or the accompanying documentation. You
may not sublicense, assign or transfer (including transfer by rental) this software or the accom-
panying documentation for the right to use it, and any attempt to do so will void this agreement.
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5. Upgrades

To use software identified as an upgrade, you must first be licensed for the software identified by
Horizons as eligible for upgrade. After upgrading you may no longer use the software that formed
the basis for your upgrade eligibility. You may use the resulting upgraded software only in accord-
ance with the terms of this License Agreement. As long as you remain enrolled in Horizons
Annual Enhancement Program you will be eligible for upgrades to all major releases and minor
updates for the product you are currently licensed for.

6. Warranty

Horizons International warrants that upon delivery, the software will substantially conform to the
documentation for it, provided it is properly used on the computer hardware and with the operating
system for which it was designed. All software and documentation provided by Horizons Inter-
national is delivered electronically via download on the internet only. No diskette, CD or printed
documentation will be provided. Your only remedy in the event of a defect in the software, doc-
umentation or for the breach of any warranty is repair or replacement of the item as provided
above.

7. Disclaimer

HORIZONS INTERNATIONAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, OF ANY KIND
REGARDING THE SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING THE WAR-
RANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Any statements made by a dealer or party other than Horizons International are not warranted.

8. Limitation of Liability

Neither Horizons International nor anyone else who has been involved in the creation, production
or delivery of this software or its accompanying documentation shall be liable for any indirect, inci-
dental, special, exemplary or consequential damages, including but not limited to any loss of antic-
ipated profits or benefits, resulting from the use of the software or its documentation or arising out
of any breach of warranty.

9. Termination

You may terminate this agreement by returning all your copies of the software and documentation
to Horizons International. This license terminates automatically and without notice to you if you
fail to comply with any provisions of this agreement. You agree to return all copies of the software
and documentation to Horizons International upon any termination. ONCE REGISTRATION
KEYS HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE, NO REFUND WILL
BE GIVEN.
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10. U.S. Government Restricted Rights

If you are acting on behalf of any unit or agency of the United States Government, the following
provisions apply. Any products you acquire under this Agreement for or on behalf of the United
States Government are provided to you and the United States of America with RESTRICTED
RIGHTS. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions as set
forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at
DFARS 252.227-7013 and paragraph (d) of the “Commercial Computer Software - Restricted
Rights” clause at FAR 52.227-19.

11. Complete Agreement

You acknowledge that you have read this license agreement, and that it is the complete and exclu-
sive agreement between you and Horizons International regarding the software and accompanying
documentation. This agreement is governed by the laws of the State of California applicable to the
contracts made and performed therein.
Please keep this license agreement for your records.
Refer to the Installation Instructions for instructions on installing your accounting software. If you
have any questions, please call Horizons International at 800-287-8014 ext 3.

Horizons International, Inc.
P.O. Box 1299
Julian CA 92036-1299
U.S.A.
www.hzs.com

http://www.hzs.com/
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Before you Start

System Requirements
Horizons Configurator and Item Pricing Matrix is designed to integrate with Microsoft Dynamics
GP Accounting system. In addition to the system manager, the Sales Order Processing module is
also required. For Configurator, the Purchase Order and Inventory modules are optional, but not
using them will cause Configurator to have reduced functionality.

As with any system, it is recommended that you have appropriate backup and recovery measures
in place before starting this installation.

Horizons system requirements for hardware and network considerations are the same as for Micro-
soft Business Solutions. Keep in mind that these requirements are minimums. In your production
environment, your requirements may be substantially higher. Please refer to CustomerSource for
the most recent system requirements:

MBS.Microsoft.com | Sign in to CustomerSource | Support | Solution Center: Dynamics GP | Doc-
umentation | System Requirements

Preparation
Following is a checklist to assist with preliminary steps that should be complete to ensure the
smooth installation of Horizon’s Manufacturing System.

Please be sure to cover each item in this checklist BEFORE installing the new CFG/IPM
code.

l Hardware requirements are met

l Networking requirements are met

l Dynamics GP 18 (2018) will be installed (please perform preparation steps for Con-
figurator/IPM before upgrading Dynamics GP.)

l 18 85 spRTM.1.xx version of Horizons Configurator/IPM code downloaded from
www.hzs.com/partners (must match Horizons Manufacturing version if registered for
both) Call Horizons @ 800/287-8014 Ext 1 for link and passwords

l Proper Horizons Configurator/IPM registration keys

(Call Horizons to obtain them by email)

l Verified backup is done and available

l List of workstations

http://www.hzs.com/partners
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All workstations must be running the same version of CFG/IPM.

l Primary dictionary - HZCFG-IP.dic.We recommend that this dictionary be in the root
directory on each work station, not shared, like forms and report dictionaries are.

l Determine if there are any modified forms or reports.

If so, make a list of them and their locations, and make backup packages (please refer to the
Dynamics GP documentation on managing package files found in both the Report Writer
manual and the Modifier User’s Guide).

l Back up Dictionaries before you start:

o HZCFG-IP.dic
o HZCFFRMS.dic
o HZCFRPTS.dic

Don't be concerned if you don't find all three--The only required one is HZCFG-IP.dic.

l Determine the version and build of both Dynamics GP and hZ Configurator prior to
upgrading.

To see the version for CFG/IPM, view the Configurator Version window. In 9.0 and earlier,
this will be found at the bottom of the main Configurator or IPM palette. In 10.0 and later, it
will be found on the menu: Microsoft Dynamics GP | Tools | CFG/IPM | CFG/IPM Version

Note: there is only one version that covers both products, so if you are only registered for
IPM, you still need to look at the 'Configurator Version' window.

The new version format is as follows:

The versions read from left to right are:

Great Plains version - 11

Horizons version - 81

GP Service Pack compatibility - sp1 (This used to be a number only)

CSLS compatibility number - 1 (Did not exist in earlier versions)
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Build Number - 7

Previous version format:

There may be constraints on upgrades from older versions of Dynamics GP —please read
the Dynamics GP Update documentation carefully before proceeding. Should an interim
upgrade step be necessary, the conservative approach to the CFG upgrade is to obtain code
and registration keys for the interim version and complete that upgrade before proceeding.
Please review the Upgrade Path topic in this manual and contact technical support for the
appropriate code and documentation.

File Maintenance
This is an optional step. Perform this step before upgrading Dynamics GP or Configurator/IPM. It
can be done the same time as the various pre-upgrade file maintenance procedures recommended
by Microsoft Business Solutions.

Using the SQL Maintenance window, Recompile and Update Statistics all
tables in the Horizons Configurator/IPM dictionary.

To multiple select tables, use the ‘Shift’ key.
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Update Stored Procedures
This is not necessary if you are upgrading from version 72 or later. In prior versions to 72 this
step should be done before GP has been upgraded as part of the preliminary file maintenance. If
that has not been completed, please refer to the Upgrade Troubleshooting section for detailed
instructions.

Launch Dynamics GP and do the following:

Update Stored Procedures for Configurator

In the CFG SQL Create window, click the Update Stored Procs button. Sales Home Page |
Transactions | Configurator | Setup and Utilities | Create SQL Tables
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This will open a dialog box. Click Continue after verifying that you have logged in as ‘sa’.

Update Stored Procedures for IPM

In the Create_SQL_Tables window, select 'Recreate IPM Stored Procedures' in the Task
field. Inventory Home Page | Cards | Item Pricing Matrix | Setup and Utilities | Create SQL
Tables
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Upgrade Path

Upgrading from Version Early versions of Great Plains
o Any CFG/IPM version prior to 6.70 must move to CFG/IPM version 6.70 first (still on
GP 6.0). Then you may upgrade to Horizons 18 85 spRTM.1.xx for GP 18 (2018). Con-
tact us to obtain this older version of CFG. NOTE: Technical Support for early version
upgrades is billed hourly. A single support incident cannot be used to cover difficulties
with these upgrades.

Upgrading from Version 7.5 and later
o Any CFGIPM build 7.5-72 or later can go directly to Horizons 18 85 spRTM.1.xx for
GP 18 (2018).
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Upgrade Server and Database
Verify all preliminary steps are complete (see 'Before you Start')

Get all users out of GP

It is very important to have ALL users (not just CFG/IPM users) out of Dynamics GP. If there are
any users logged in, the upgrade process may fail.

Make an additional backup

Conversion
The fastest way to distribute the converted code, if all work stations share the same modified forms
and reports (see Upgrading Forms and Reports), is to run the upgrade on the server, confirm the
integrity of the conversion, including testing, and then copy the resulting HZCFG-IP.DIC to all of
the work stations.

Download the code

Horizons code is distributed as a dictionary. A chunk file is included for new installations that
has only the minimum code necessary to add info to the Dynamics set file. It will not contain any
code to run the Horizons product. For new installations, load the chunk file, then click Cancel
when the GP login window comes up. Copy the HZCFG-IP.dic that is in the installation package
to the GP directory and overwrite the install dictionary. Copy the HZCFG-IP.dic around to the
other work stations that already have CFG/IPM installed. If there is a Terminal Server, reboot the
server first and then put the code on it.

Create SQL Tables

You will need to create the SQL tables for each product that you are registered for. If you only
own Configurator, you do not need to also create tables for IPM. This process will create any new
tables needed and will not alter existing tables.

Configurator
Open the CFG SQL Create window. Sales Home Page | Transactions | Configurator | Setup and
Utilities | Create SQL Tables
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Click on the Create SQL Tables button.

After the process is complete, click OK to return to the window.

Close the CFG SQL Create window.

IPM
Open the Create_SQL_Tables window. Inventory Home Page | Cards | Item Pricing Matrix | Setup
and Utilities | Create SQL Tables

1. Select 'Create SQL Tables' in the Task field. Click on Process.
2. After the process is complete, click OK to return to the window.
3. Select 'Add Stored Proc sp_IP_DeletePL' in the Task field. Click on Process. Click 'Con-

tinue'.
4. After the process is complete, click OK to close the window.
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Upgrade the Data

For users that own both CFG and IPM, the same window is used for both upgrades, but each prod-
uct must be upgraded separately.

Open the CFG-IPM Table Conversions window Sales Home Page | Transactions | Configurator |
Setup and Utilities | Upgrade Tables

1. Choose the radio button for the product being upgraded.
2. Enter the previous GP version. If GP is already at the current level and you are only upgrad-

ing CFG/IPM from an earlier version, enter the current version.
3. Enter the previous CFG/IPM version number. This would be 79 for 10 79 b2.8. (Please refer

to 'Version' information to determine what the version number is). If you do not know the
previous version or have trouble with some tables not converting, and the previous
GP version was 8 or later, then you can enter in 73 for the version. If the previous version of
GP was 7 then you must know the previous version, although you can try using 73 and see
if all tables are converted successfully.

4. Click on the 'Own Horizons Manufacturing' only if you also own Horizons Manufacturing
Suite.

5. Enter the build letter and numbers. (Please refer to 'Version' information to determine what
the build number is). In earlier versions (CFG & IPM versions 72 and earlier), builds were
designated with a letter. A build letter is not required after version 72. Leave the field blank
in this case. Please refer to Troubleshooting for more information.
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6. Click on the 'Fill List' button. This will populate the lower grid with the names of the tables
that require an upgrade, depending on the version you are upgrading from. If there is nothing
in the list, then no upgrade process is required for the selected product and version and the
upgrade process in the next step may be skipped.

7. If there are tables listed in the grid in the previous step, click on the Process button. Click
'Continue'. You will see a progress window. When the process is complete, the grid will fill
with the tables that were converted. Under normal circumstances, all of the boxes will be
checked.

8. When the conversion is complete, use the CFG and/or IPM File Maintenance windows to
verify there are no table errors (see Verify Conversion below).

If you are registered for both IPM and CFG, you will need to repeat the above process for each.

Please refer to the Troubleshooting section for any issues or if any boxes are not checked.

If you are NOT also registered for Horizons Manufacturing Suite, you also need
to perform the following step:

Use GP's SQL Maintenance window to drop and recreate tables that are shared with HMS, but are-
n't used for Configurator stand-alone. The reason this step is necessary is that many times tables
with no data in them will not upgrade properly. Only perform this step if you are not registered
for HMS!

To do this...

1. Open the SQL Maintenance window (File | Maintenance | SQL)
2. Choose your company database.
3. Choose 'Horizons Configurator/IPM' as the Product.
4. Using the shift-key to highlight ranges, select ALL tables that begin with 'HLM' or 'HMS'.
5. Mark the Drop Table and Create Table boxes and click 'Process'. This may take several min-

utes to complete.
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Repeat the above step and remove all tables that begin with 'IV' except the 'IV Item Master Non
Inventory' table. To do this, find the first table that begins with IV and click on it. Then, scroll
down to the last one, and holding down the shift key, click on the last one. This will select the
entire range. Now, scroll back up to find the 'IV Item Master Non Inventory' table (they are alpha-
betical) and holding just the 'Control' key, click that table to de-select it. You may now click the
Process button to recreate the tables.
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Verify Conversion
Use the File Maintenance windows for CFG and IPM to verify that all tables have properly
upgraded.

Open the CFG File Maintenance window (and afterwards go to IPM File Main-
tenance and do the same)

Sales Home Page | Transactions | Configurator | Setup and Utilities | File Maintenance

Change the 'Show' to 'Physical Files'

It defaults to 'Logical Files'. Change it by clicking on it to toggle to 'Physical Files'.

Insert all tables

The easiest way to do this is to click the 'All>>' button in the middle of the window. No processes
need to be run.

Upgrade additional companies

All companies in your system must also be upgraded to the latest version of CFG/IPM, even if
those companies don't use CFG or IPM. Be sure to follow all steps including refreshing the stored
procedures.
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Registration
Each product (CFG and IPM) have separate registration windows. If you have purchased one and
not the other, you do not need to complete the registration procedures for both--only the one that
you purchased. If you have purchased both, you will need to complete this process twice: once for
IPM and once for CFG.

Special note for Horizons Manufacturing Suite (HMS) users:

Because of the tight integration between Configurator and Manufacturing, The registration keys for
Configurator are included in the keys for Manufacturing, so you do NOT need to enter Con-
figurator keys separately.

Configurator (stand-alone--not with HMS)

l Open the Configurator Registration window. CFG/IPM | Configurator | Setup and Utilities |
Registration.

l Enter the Company name exactly as it appears on the email you received with your company
keys in it. Note that the Company name must exactly match that in Dynamics GP reg-
istration.

l Click OK to close the window.

Item Pricing Matrix

l Open the IPM Registration window. CFG/IPM | Item Pricing Matrix | Setup and Utilities |
Registration.

l Enter the Company name exactly as it appears on the email you received with your company
keys in it. Note that the Company name must exactly match that in Dynamics GP reg-
istration.

l Click OK to close the window.
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Upgrade Forms and Reports
Before upgrading either Dynamics GP or CFG/IPM, export all CFG/IPM forms and reports as
packages using the Customization Maintenance window in Dynamics GP. It is highly rec-
ommended that you make a separate package for each form and report. If one or more mod-
ifications fail during the upgrade process, they can sometimes be salvaged by re-importing them.

If all users are running the same shared forms and reports dictionaries, then they only need to be
upgraded once.

Upgrade Forms and Reports
This is done by copying the chunk file to the server with everyone out of GP, logging into Dynam-
ics GP as ‘sa’ and including new code. Any modified forms and reports are automatically
upgraded as part of the code installation process. Subsequent workstations can be upgraded by one
of the following methods:

1. If each work station has its own modified forms or reports, the chunk file can either be
loaded on each work station to automatically upgrade the dictionaries, or the HZCFG-
IP.DIC can be renamed, the chunk file loaded, and GP Utilities used to upgrade the forms
and report dictionaries.

2. Import the upgraded reports from the first upgraded report dictionary to the new one using
Report Writer (can't do this method for modified forms)

3. Create a package file of the upgraded forms and reports and use Dynamics GP Cus-
tomization Maintenance window to import.
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Upgrade Workstations
Refer to the list of workstations obtained in the preparation for the upgrade.

It is important that ALL workstations are running the same version and build of CFG/IPM.

There are essentially two methods of upgrading a workstation:

1. Delete the HZCFG-IP dictionary and copy the HZCFG-IP.dic from the original upgraded
workstation. This method is acceptable when the individual workstation is running modified
forms and reports from a central location, and those dictionaries have already been upgraded.

2. If a workstation has its own modified forms or reports, first rename the current HZCFG-IP
dictionary. Copy the new code from the first installation to the root Dynamics directory. Run
GP Utilities to upgrade the Form and/or Report dictionaries.
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Upgrade Troubleshooting

No Version Change
Q: I need to install a new build, but I understand that I don't need to actually run an upgrade on my
data--what is the proper procedure to just install a new build?

A: You will need to install the same code on each workstation. After you install the first work-
station, please refer to the section on installing additional workstations to do the rest. To install the
first workstation:

l Unzip the *.cnk to the root of your Dynamics GP install (same location as the Dynamics.exe
and Dynamics.set) and launch Dynamics GP. You will be prompted to 'Include New Code'-
-answer 'YES.

l Log into Dynamics GP as 'sa' and follow the instructions to create the SQL tables in Server
Installation create any new tables that are required. This process will not damage any exist-
ing tables or data.

l Once the process is complete, you should just Insert All (choose Show: Physical Files) in the
CFG File Maintenance window and/or the IPM File Maintenance window to verify that you
have no table issues.

Automatic Table Creation/Binding Defaults Not Work-
ing
Q: I’m trying to install the new Horizons CFG/IPM code. Why aren’t the tables getting created and
the defaults bound?

A: Configurator doesn't automatically create the SQL tables like the Horizons Manufacturing Suite
product does. You need to create them using the appropriate window for each product. Please refer
to Upgrade Server and Database.

No records showing in the Upgrade Tables window
after the versions are entered and Fill List is clicked
Make sure the CFG-IPM Tables Conversion window is closed. Use GP SQL Maintenance to drop
and create the 'CFG-IPM Tables Updated' table. Go to the database you are working in and high-
light this table. Mark Drop Table, Create Table, Drop Auto Procedure and Create Auto Procedure.
Run the process.

Registration Issues
Q: I just upgraded but not I’m getting a message that I’m not registered for Configurator.
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A: There are a number of reasons that registration fails. Besides the troubleshooting steps in Reg-
istration, please be sure that you have called the Horizons Office to get the correct reg keys for the
Configurator version you are upgrading to.

Some Tables not upgraded
Q: Some of my tables are un-checked in the ‘CFG-IPM Table Conversions’ window after con-
version, even though there were no apparent errors. Do I need to restore from backup and try
again?

A: Sometimes, tables that are empty (no data) don’t look like they have converted, even though
they have gone through the conversion process. Use SQL Enterprise Manager to verify that there
really is no data in the table in question, and then use Dynamics GP SQL Maintenance window to
drop and create the table. After that is complete, you may return to the ‘CFG-IPM Table Con-
versions’ window and manually mark the box that the table has been upgraded.

If there is an error on a table and there is data in the table (use SQL Enterprise Manager to open the
table and look), leave the table in the ‘CFG-IPM Table Conversions’ window unmarked and run
the conversion again - When converting from CFG/IPM version 72 or later, the table con-
version can be run multiple times. If on a version prior to 72 then the conversion can only be run
once. However, one thing that can be tried is to enter in a version starting with 72 and then Refill
List. If the table is there that did not convert, mark all the other tables that did convert and run the
conversion again. If the table is not in the list, then continue incrementing the version and Fill List
until you find one that has the table in it. run the upgrade again. Important Note: When clicking on
the Process button you will be given the option to ‘Refill’ the list—DO NOT REFILL. Click on
the ‘Continue’ button. If you click on the ‘Refill’ button, the entire upgrade will start over instead
of just attempting to upgrade the one table, and there will be errors on the previously converted
tables.

If there is an error on a table and you have verified that there is no data in the table, then use the
Great Plains File Maintenance - SQL window to drop and create the table. Be very careful to
mark the correct table. Data will be lost if a table with data is marked. (Note - NEVER use Ctrl+A
on the table list to mark all tables. Some tables will be marked in the list that are not CFG/IPM
tables.) Mark a set of tables using the CTRL or Shift key plus a mouse click.

Getting errors during conversion
Q: I have a ‘Get/Change’ operation on a table ‘failed accessing SQL Data’ and now the con-
version has stopped. What can I do now?

A: Sometimes a table will fail because there is no data in it, and sometimes because of other, more
serious reasons. Here are the steps to resume the upgrade:

1. Write down the exact name of the table that failed and click the OK button.
2. Close the ‘Progress’ window
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3. In the ‘CFG-IPM Table Conversions’ window, click on the Redisplay button. You will see
that there may be some tables that are flagged as already converted. Find the table that failed
and mark the Updated box.

4. Click on the Process button. The same dialog box will appear as when you first started the
upgrade. Click on the Continue button.

5. A second dialog box will appear to warn you that some tables have already been converted.
Click on the Continue button.

6. It is not uncommon to have other tables fail. If this happens, just repeat the process above,
making careful note of which tables have not upgraded.

After the process is complete, perform the steps in the Verify Conversion section of this document.
If no tables fail during the insert, then all the data really did convert, or were new tables for the new
versus old CFG versions, and you are done with the conversion. If one of the tables that you
bypassed in the routines above fails the file maintenance, then further action must be taken. Please
contact technical support.

Some tables fail in File Maintenance
Q: I have some tables that have an ‘Incorrect record’ length error when I insert them in the
CFG/IPM File Maintenance window. How can I correct that?

A: Another typical error is ‘Invalid Column Name’. There are several options to solve this.

If the data in the table is unimportant or non-existent, the table and stored procedures can be rec-
reated using the ‘SQL Maintenance’ screen (File | Maintenance | SQL).

Be sure you have selected only the table that you need to recreate. . (Note - NEVER use Ctrl+A
on the table list to mark all tables. Some tables will be marked in the list that are not CFG/IPM
tables)

Make sure that all users are out of the system and that you have a good backup.

Log in as ‘sa’.

Drop and Recreate both the Table and the Auto Procedure.

If the table is large or irreplaceable, please contact technical support.
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Didn’t Update Stored Procedures, on a version before
72, before installing new code
Q: I forgot to update the stored procedures before I installed the new CFG/IPM
code. Can I just recreate them now?
A: No, you cannot recreate them with the new code installed. You must install the old CFG/IPM
code and then recreate them.

If you have already installed the new CFG/IPM code:

Rename the HZCFG-IP.dic that has the new code and put in the chunk file for the old version. If
you do not have the old chunk file, then you can copy the old dictionary into the folder. Note that
if your old version is 7.5-72 or earlier, there will be no CFG/IPM option in the GP cascading
menus in --you will need to add the CFG SQL Create (for Configurator) and Create_SQL_Tables
(for IPM) windows to the Shortcuts bar to complete the 'Recreate Stored Procedures' step. After
you have finished, you may exit Great Plains, rename the dictionaries and launch with the new
code to complete the upgrade.

If you have not yet installed the CFG/IPM Code:

Simply launch Great Plains. This will load with the old CFG/IPM code and you can proceed to
refresh the stored procedures. If your old version was 72 or prior, please refer to the instructions
above to add the proper windows to your shortcuts bar. After refreshing the stored procedures, exit
Great Plains and install the new code to proceed with the upgrade.

Can't Update the Stored Procedures
Q: When I attempt to follow the instructions to update the stored procedures as part of my prep-
aration for the upgrade, I get a message on the report that some tables failed.

A: First, try the GP SQL Maintenance window (File > Maintenance > SQL) to drop and create the
Auto Procedures for the tables with the error. Make sure you select the correct database.

If the tables that are giving errors have no data in them they can be dropped and created using GP
SQL Maintenance.

Sometimes the stored procedures may be damaged or in some other way inaccessible from within
Dynamics GP. In that case, use Enterprise Manager to remove all stored procedures related to
HMS, those beginning with 'zDP_CFG50'. Then you can use SQL Maintenance (File > Main-
tenance > SQL) to re-create them.
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Getting SQL errors after upgrade
Q: I just upgraded Configurator and all the tables appear to be fine, but I'm getting SQL errors in
various screens. What could be wrong?

A: There are three reasons this could be happening...

1. Are you also registered for Horizons Manufacturing Suite? If so, you need to be sure
that the version of HMS you are running matches the CFG version since they share
several tables. If you just upgraded CFG, you also need to upgrade HMS. Please visit
our website to get the versions that 'go together'.

2. If you are NOT registered for HMS, then you need to drop and recreate those shared
tables (tables that have no data in them typically don't upgrade properly). Please refer
to the Upgrade Server and Database section of this manual for detailed instructions.

3. Check that there is no data in the HZ00100 registration table in the DYNAMICS data-
base. If you are only registered for CFG and there are registrations keys entered in the
HMS registration table, you will receive errors. To correct this, use the SQL Main-
tenance window (Database is 'DYNAMICS', Product is 'Horizons Configurator/IPM')
to drop and create the 'Horizons HMS Registration' table.

Errors for non-SA users on Registration Tables
Q: I've just upgraded the code for IPM and created the IPM tables, but I'm getting a permissions
error on a CFG Registration table (and/or on HMS Registration). I'm not registered for either one
of those products, just IPM.

A: When you upgrade with new IPM code and you are not registered for CFG, the CFG reg-
istration table may not upgrade and therefore will need to be re-created. To resolve this issue, use
the SQL Maintenance window in Dynamics to drop and create the 'Configurator Registration' table
in the DYNAMICS database. You may also need to use Enterprise Manager to run the Grant.sql
query against the DYNAMICS database to grant permissions.

Code not included
Q: I've unzipped the *.cnk file and verified that it is in the proper location on my workstation. Why
isn't it 'including'? My Version window still shows the old version.

A: Sometimes the inclusion scripts that run as you launch Dynamics GP can't delete the old
HZCFG-IP.dic. To get around this, simply delete or rename the HZCFG-IP.dic and then launch
again. The 'cnk' file will now include properly.

Registration Issues
If you have having difficulty registering your software, here are some potential issues:
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Opening TWO and trying to register

Don't register when in TWO - Fabrikam, use your live company instead.

Check for spaces at beginning or end of HZS registration keys

Sometimes when cutting and pasting spaces get put onto the end or beginning of the keys which
will cause the keys to be incorrect.

Company Name is incorrect

Instead of trying to compare the two names (HZS company name and the GP company Name)
simply highlight the company name in the HZS registration screen and paste it into the GP reg-
istration screen to make sure they are identical. Then try registering the product again. Sometimes
Dynamics GP will accept the hZ Configurator name even if it is slightly different than the original
Dynamics GP registered name.

Copying from a word document

It has been found that issues may arise from pasting from an e-mail or word document causes
issues on the registration screen. Try pasting the keys into a notepad file. After pasting them into
notepad, copy them again and paste them into the HZS registration screen.

'This registration is for eEnterprise only' error

The keys may have been generated incorrectly for you. If you are NOT on the eEnterprise ver-
sion of Dynamics GP then please send a screen shot of the Dynamics GP About form to sup-
port@hzs.com with a message saying that you received the above message but you are not on
eEnterprise and new keys will be generated for you. With Dynamics GP 9.0, this message will
only appear if you are trying to register while logged into Fabrikam. Change to your live company
and attempt to register again.

'This registration is for MS SQL only' error

The keys may have been generated incorrectly for you. If you are on SQL then try the other steps
below. If you are NOT on the SQL version of Dynamics GP then please send a screen shot of the
Dynamics GP About form to support@hzs.com with a message saying that you received the above
message but you are not on MS SQL and new keys will be generated for you.
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'These keys are for Dynamics/or eEnterprise Only'

The keys may have been generated incorrectly for you. Send an e-mail to support@hzs.com with
2 screen shots in it - The Horizons product you have installed (transactions/hms maintenance/about
or cfg version) and the Dynamics GP About form. In the e-mail mention that you tried all of the
above solutions and possibly need new keys generated.

Last case scenario:

Drop the HZS registration table and recreate it using GP's SQL Maintenance window.

1. Select your company database
2. Select 'Horizons Configurator/IPM as the 'product'
3. In the grid, select either 'Configurator Registration' or 'Horizons IPM Registration' or both
4. Click the boxes 'Drop Table' and 'Create Table'
5. Click Process
6. Click 'Yes' to the warning that you are about to delete data.
7. After the process is complete, close the window.

Now you may re-enter your registration keys.
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Appendix I

Remove HMS Tables
Use Dynamics GP SQL Maintenance (under Tools) to remove the 'Configurator SOP Header' and
'IV Item Master Non Inventory' tables. Log in as 'sa'. Select the Company database and the Prod-
uct as Horizons Configurator/IPM. Find the 'Configurator SOP Header' table and highlight it.
Mark 'Drop Table', 'Create Table', 'Drop Auto Procedure', 'Create Auto Procedure'. Click the Proc-
ess button. Find the 'IV Item Master Non Inventory' table and mark the same checkboxes and click
Process. Continue with the Configurator install.
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